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9th Street_Bishop Arts Village

Neighborhood:
Bishop Arts District 

Program:
Street Design

Policy References Context Description

The project site is located to the south of the Bishop Arts District, equal distance from current 
development activity along Jefferson Boulevard two blocks to the south, and continuing vibrancy 
along the West Davis corridor two blocks to the north. 

As an update to the previously reviewed phase I development, the development team has 
proposed an alternative design for 9th street. This proposal includes the abandonment of 9th 
street to allow of flexibility in geometry and the ability to utilize as an extension of adjacent 
public spaces for events and activities. 

Critical considerations include maintaining functionality as a part of the neighborhood street 
grid, while allowing for use and activation as a pedestrian oriented public space. 

Forward Dallas!
Section 5 [urban design element]

TIF Urban Design Guidelines
Part III, Part IV [Oak Cliff Gateway]

9th street has the potential to operate as both a street and as a public space. Discussion 
around specific design characteristics related to these goals is encouraged - 

Discussion around the design and proposed geometry of 9th street is encouraged, especially 
in regard to its role in the overall neighborhood street grid system, and in its relationship to 
adjacent planned public spaces.
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As a contributing segment of the overall street network, 9th street should remain public and 
open to both pedestrian and vehicular traffic -

9th street is an important segment of the overall neighborhood street network. Being designed 
largely as a pedestrian street is appropriate but should also accommodate occasional vehicular 
traffic.
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DATE:  08.29.14 

TIME:  8:30am 

PROJECT:  Bishop Arts Village 

LOCATION:  Dallas City Hall Room 5E South 

Overview

Below is a summary of Urban Design Peer Review Panel for bishop Arts Village as derived from 
the August 29th Peer Review session.  

Advice Summary 

[1] The panel applauds the overall development proposal and its response to both the scale and 
character of the existing neighborhood. 

[2] The panel expresses concern regarding the height of the proposed stoops at street level and 
recommends stoop designs and materials that avoid a fortress like appearance along the 
sidewalk, particularly along frontages sloping down from Bishop to Madison.  

[3] Attention and creativity should be given to the overall quality and flexibility of the parking 
experience, carefully considering the balance between proposed valet parking and self-
parking as the scheme is further developed.  
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Phase I UDPRP comments below:










































